Colonial Schipperke Club  
October 14, 2017  
Timonium, MD

Sweepstakes- Judge Ms. JoAnn Charnik

6-9 Dog  
A  (19) DELAMER HOT D AMN HERE I AM  NP47969201  10/17/17 GCHB Delamer Summer Hotter Than Others- With Seacrest Under The Sea  Breeder/Owner Krista Nuovo-Roe

6-9 Bitch  
A  (10) DELAMER MERMAID KISSES AND STARFISH WISHES  NP48754901  10/02/17 GCHB Delamer Summer Hotter Than Others- Delamer Saltwater Kisses and Starfish Wishes  Breeder/Owner Krista Nuovo

Veteran Sweeps  
8-10 Dog  
A  (7) FOXNOIR LITTLE CAPTAIN NP 20788202  06/28/08 Ch. Shalako Captain Jack Sparrow- Camplaren's Jewel To Foxnoir Breeder C. Thistle and W. Newman  Owner Joan De Haven

12 & Over Bitch  
BVSW  (8) MIDWATCH ENCHANTED ECHO RN NAP CGCA TKN NP12145603  02/04/06 Ch. Midwatch Zachary O'Bear- Ch Midwatch Merry Madeline  Breeder D. Nielsen  Owner April De Bremond ans Carie Wohl

Breed Judge - Charles Olvis

BBE Dog  
A  (19) DELAMER HOT D AMN HERE I AM

Open Dog  
W  (17) REGGIE THE EWOK NP42283701  10/31/15 Skydance's James T. Kirk- DHS American Tribute Breeder Cinda Waller  Owner Joan De Haven and Cinda Waller

Open Bitch  
W/BW/OS/BOBOH/BBE/OHG3  (12) ENCHANTED LADY LIBERTY CGC NP29294803  07/02/11CH Whispers Rockn Shootn 4 The Stars NA NAJ CGC- Midwatch Enchanted Echo NAP CGCA Breeder/Owner Carie Wohl and April De Bremond

Best of Breed Competition  
BOB  (9) GCH ANED's Blaise  NP34774901  04/20/13 CH Aned's Applaudez Pour Moi- Ch. Blumoon's La Fleur D'Aned  Breeder A. Fredricks, K. Noon & M. Simanek  Owner C. Pullen, C. Miklos & M. Simanek
A (10) DELAMER MERMAID KISSES AND STARFISH WISHES

A (11) Ch. FOXNOIR RELEASE THE KRAKEN CGC NP41534603 10/24/15 Foxnoir Juggernaut D’Aned RN CGC- Fullmoon Ele Hoku Over Owyhee Breeder C. Thistle Owner C. Thistle & W. Newman

A (14) CH. DELAMER SUMMER SALT NP42769401 04/04/16 GCHB Delamer Overboard- Ch. Delamer Suzi Sells Sushi On The Boardwalk Breeder/Owner K. Nuovo

SEL (15) GCHB WHISPERING PINES THE RIGHT TO SILENCE AT FOXFYRE NP40277702 GCH. Whispering Pines Lover Boy- Ch. Beachview's Trigger Happy Girlfriend Breeder J. Plourde Owner K. & R. McFarlane